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요 약

본논문에서는G. Wang의대리서명방식과Schnorr 은닉서명방식을이용하여안전한대리은닉서명방식을제

안한다. 대리은닉서명은대리서명과은닉서명을결합한전자서명방식이다. G. Wang은두-참가자Schnorr 서명

방식에기반한안전성증명가능한대리서명방식을제안하였다. 이논문에서는, G. Wang의대리서명방식과 또한,

제안하는대리은닉서명방식을이용하여전자투표를위한대리에이전트를고안한다. 그리고, 제안하는서명방식이

대리서명과은닉서명의안전성요구사항을모두만족시키며최적화된효율적인대리은닉서명방식임을보인다.
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Abstract

In this paper, on the basis of Guilin Wang's proxy signature scheme and the Schnorr blind

signature, we propose a secure proxy blind signature scheme. A proxy blind signature scheme is a

digital signature scheme which combines the properties of a proxy signature and a blind signature

scheme. Guilin Wang proposed a provably secure proxy signature scheme, which is based on a

two-party Schnorr signature scheme. Also, using the proposed proxy blind signature scheme, we

propose the proxy agent system for the electronic voting. We show the proposed scheme satisfies

the security properties of both the blind signature and the proxy signature scheme and is efficient

and optimal proxy blind signature scheme.

▸Keywords : digital signature, proxy signature, blind signature, public key cryptography,

proxy agent, opimal algorithm
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I. Introduction

유In 1996, Mambo, Usuda, and Okamoto proposed

a new concept, proxy signature [1], [2]. In a proxy

signature scheme, one user Alice, called the original

signer delegates her signing capability to another

user Bob, called the proxy signer, and Bob can sign

messages on a behalf of Alice. A verifier can validate

its correctness and can distinguish between a normal

signature and a proxy signature. As a result, the

verifier can be convinced of the original signer's

agreement on the signed message. Proxy signature

schemes have been suggested for use in a number of

applications, including electronic commerce, mobile

agents, and distributed shared object systems, etc.

In an example, the president of a company delegates

a signing right to his/her secretary before a

vacation. The secretary can make a signature on

behavior of the president and a verifier is confident

that the signature has been made by an authorized

secretary, and the verifier can be convinced of the

president's agreement on the signed message.

D. Chaum [3] introduced the concept of a blind

signature scheme in 1982. Using this scheme a user

can obtain the signature of the signer on any given

message, without revealing any information about

the message and

its signature. It does not only achieve the

unforgeability property but also achieves the

untraceability and unlinkability properties. With

such properties, the blind signature scheme is useful

in several applications such as e-payment and

e-voting. In an e-payment system, a bank makes a

blind signature for a user and the user has an

untraceability and unlinkable e-coin. This is a

typical untraceable scheme which allows a user to

withdraw a valid e-coin from a bank and spend the

e-coin anonymousely at a shop. Typically, a blind

signature scheme is as follows. A user selects

blinding factors randomly, makes a blinded message

using blinding factors, and sends it to a signer. The

signer makes the blind signature and returns it to

the user. The user performs an unblinding operation

and gets an original signature.

In this paper, we propose the proxy agent system

for the electronic voting. We show the proposed

scheme satisfies the security properties of both the

blind signature and the proxy signature scheme and

is efficient and optimal proxy blind signature

scheme.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.

Section II introduces the computational

assumptions, security requirements, and notations

for a proxy blind signature scheme. Section III

presents a new proxy blind signature scheme and

Section IV discusses its security. The performance

of the new scheme will be analyzed in section V. In

Section VI, we show an instance of proxy blind

signature scheme in electronic election system. And

we propose the proxy agent system using the

proposed scheme for electronic voting. Finally, the

conclusion will be given in Section VII.

Ⅱ. Preliminaries

2.1 Definitions

Definition 1. A proxy blind signature scheme is

usually comprised of the following procedures:

-Setup: The original signer Alice and the proxy

signer Bob generate their private, public key pairs,

respectively. These key pairs are used in a normal

signature scheme.

-Proxy delegation: The original signer Alice and

the proxy signer Bob perform an interactive protocol

to generate a proxy private, public key pair .

 is known only to the proxy signer Bob and  is

public or revocable publicly.

-Proxy blind signature generation: A

user(verifier) Cindy blinds the message m and sends

it to Bob. The proxy signer Bob signs on a blinded

message using proxy private key  and sends the
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blinded signature to Cindy. In this protocol, Bob

cannot know the original message m.

-Unblinding & verification: Cindy performs an

unblinding operation and derives an unblinded

signature  from the information that is sent by

Bob, and Cindy verifies m and  using usual

verification equation.

The security requirements for proxy blind

signature are first specified in [4].

Definition 2. A secure proxy blind signature

scheme should satisfy the following requirements:

-Distinguishability: The proxy blind signature

must be distinguishable from the normal signature.

-Non-repudiation: Neither the original signer nor

the proxy signer can sign the message instead of the

other party. Both the original signer and the proxy

signer cannot deny their signatures against anyone.

-Verifiability: The proxy blind signature can be

verified by everyone.

-Unforgeability: Only the designated proxy signer

can create the proxy blind signature(even the

original signer cannot do it).

-Unlinkability: When the signature is verified,

the signee knows neither the message nor the

signature associated with the signature scheme.

2.2 Notations

For the convenience of describing our work, we

define the parameters as follows.

-p, q: two large prime numbers,   

-g: an element of 
, its order is q

- : participant U's private key and public

key respectively,  


-H(): a public cryptographically strong hash

function

-||: which denotes the concatenation of strings

-: the warrant which specifies the delegation

period for the kind of message m is delegated, and

identities of the original signer and the proxy signer,

etc.

III. A Secure proxy blind signature

algorithm

We now present a new secure proxy blind

signature scheme. Our new scheme is constructed in

two parts. One is the proxy delegation part, using

Wang's proxy siganture scheme [5] that is based on

the two-party Schnorr signature. Another is the

blind signature part using the Schnorr blind

signature scheme [6].

In the following description, it is supposed that

the original signer Alice and the proxy signer Bob

have agreed on a warrant  before generating a

proxy key pair. Other system parameters are the

same as Tan et al.'s [4] and Lal and Awasthi's [7]

proxy blind signature schemes. We skip the setup

phase

The original signer Alice and the proxy signer Bob

jointly generate a proxy key pair   for Bob,

and the asker(verifier) Cindy can recover the proxy

public key  for verification.

3.1 Proxy Delegation Phase

To generate a proxy key pair   for the proxy

signer Bob, Alice and Bob execute the following

interactive protocol jointly.

(1) Alice picks a random number ∈
,

computes  
 mod  and  , and then

sends c to Bob.

(2) Similarly, Bob chooses a random number

∈
, computes  

 mod , and replies to
Alice with   .

(3) When    is received, Alice checks whether


 ≡mod . If the validation goes through, she computes
   mod ,      mod , and

sends the pair   to Bob.
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(4) Upon receiving  , Bob first computes

   mod , and then checks whether


 ≡mod ,  ≡ , and


 ≡ 

  mod . If all validations are

passed, he calculates     mod ,
and finally sets his proxy key pair   by

   mod , and  
 mod .

3.2 Signing Phase

To generate a proxy blind signature for the

asker(verifier) Cindy, the proxy signer Bob and

Cindy execute the following interactive protocol

jointly.

(1) Bob picks a random number ∈
,

computes  
mod , and then sends

 to Cindy.

(2) Cindy checks Alice's and Bob's identities and

delegation lifetime of the warrant . If the above

checking is passed, Cindy follows the next

operations for blinding the message. Cindy recovers

 by  
   mod  and chooses random

numbers  ∈
. Next Cindy computes

 
 mod ,    mod , and

replies to Bob with  .

(3) Upon receiving  , Bob computes

 
 mod  and sends  to Cindy.

(4) Upon receiving  , Cindy first computes

   mod ,    mod . The proxy blind
signature on message m is (s, c).

3.3 Verification Phase

The verifier Cindy can verify the proxy blind

signature by checking whether

≡HgsyPcm mw mod 

holds. This is because:


  


  

 








 


 


 

 
 

IV. Analysis of the proposed algorithm

Theorem 1. The proposed scheme satisfies the

unforgeability property.

Proof. Firstly, we show that the original signer

cannot forge the proxy signature without the proxy

signer's help. Assume that the original signer Alice

can forge proxy signature    . Then,

    mod 
     mod 

Because   mod , it is clear that

  mod 

By the way, we can get c', another result using

the same input  and the other hash

function H'. In other words,

′ ′  mod 

Therefore, the original signer Alice can forge

another signature  ′ ′   for message

m. And, because  
 

mod , then


  ′′ mod 

And,

′ 
′ gxP cc′
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Consequently,


 
′
′
mod 

 ′
′ mod 

That is to say, the original signer Alice can

compute , the discrete log of . However, we

already know that this is infeasible as previously

stated in Assumption 1. Therefore, the original

signer Alice cannot forge the proxy signature without

the proxy signer's help. Also, in case Alice tries to

generate  ′ ′ ′ ′  by replacing proxy
secret key,  , this is also infeasible. When the

proxy signature is verified, not only the proxy

signer's but also the original signer's public keys are

used in the verification equation. Thus the forged

proxy signature that is generated without valid

proxy secret key  cannot pass the verification.

Also, in this case, the original signer Alice cannot

forge the proxy signature.

Secondly, the third party cannot forge the valid

proxy signatures as the third party knows less than

the original signer Alice. Now that the original

signer Alice is unable to generate valid proxy blind

signatures, the third party cannot generate valid

proxy blind signatures either.

Consequently, our proxy blind signature scheme

satisfies the unforgeability property.

Theorem 2. The proposed scheme satisfies the

unlinkability property.

Proof. In order to prove the blindness of the

protocol, we show that given any view  and any

valid message and signature    ,

there exists a unique pair of blinding factors  . If

that is true, the proxy signer's view  and

message-signature pair are statistically

independent. Then the signature scheme is called

blind.

Because the verifier Cindy chooses the blinding

factor   at random, the blindness of the signature

scheme follows. If the signature     of

m has been generated during an execution of the

protocol with view  consisting of

  
 mod    mod , then the

following equations must hold for  .


    mod 

   mod 
   mod 

The blinding factors   are uniquely

determined by the following two equations:

    mod 
  mod 

By substituting the above equations, we obtain:




  mod 

Because






 


 









   

Therefore, given any view  and any valid

message signature pair, there exists a unique pair of

blinding factors  . Consequently, our proxy blind

signature scheme satisfies the unlinkability

property.

Theorem 3. The proposed scheme satisfies the

non-repudiation property.

Proof. As to the property of non-repudiation, it

implies that proxy signers cannot deny having

signed the message on behalf of the original signer

to any person. In the proposed scheme, when the
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proxy blind signature     is verified,

the warrant  is checked and the public keys 

and  of the original signer and the proxy signer

are used in the verification equation. So the original

signer and proxy signer cannot deny having signed

the message m on behalf of the original signer to any

person.

Theorem 4. The proposed scheme) satisfies the

distinguishability property.

Proof. In the proposed scheme, when the proxy

blind signature     is verified, not

only the proxy signer's but also the original signer's

public keys and identities are used in the

verification equation, so we can regard it as a proxy

signature and not a normal signature. Thus, anyone

can distinguish the proxy blind signature from

normal signatures.

Theorem 5. The proposed scheme satisfies

verifiability property.

Proof. The security property implies that from the

proxy signature a verifier can be convinced of the

original signer's agreement on the signed message.

In the proposed scheme, on the one hand, from the

warrant , the verifier can know who the original

signer and the proxy signer are. On the other hand,

when the proxy signature is verified, the original

signer's and the proxy signer's public keys and

identities are used in the verification equation. Thus

the original signer cannot deny having delegated his

signing capability to the designated proxy signer.

That is to say, any verifier can be convinced of the

original signer's agreement on the signed message.

Therefore, the proposed scheme can fulfill the

verifiability property.

V. Performance analysis of the

proposed algorithm

In this section, Tan et al's scheme [4], Lal et al's

scheme [7] and the proposed scheme are compared

in terms of computational complexities. We denote

the following notations to facilitate the performance

evaluation:

E: The time for performing a modular

exponentiation computation

M: The time for performing a modular

multiplication computation

I: The time for performing a modular inverse

computation

The comparison of computational complexities

among Tan et al's scheme, Lal et al's scheme and

the proposed scheme is described in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of computational complexity

From Table 1, it can be seen that the

computation cost of our scheme is more efficient and

optimal proxy blind signature scheme than Tan et

al's scheme but has some overhead comparing with

Lal et al's scheme.

VI. The Proxy Agent System of in the

Mobile Environment

Recently, many applications of the proxy blind

signture scheme are proposed in the domain of
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electronic cash, electronic voting, and etc [8-11]. J.

Liu et al. proposed a new proxy blind signature

scheme and it application for electronic cash [8]. X

Wen et al. proposed a proxy blind signature scheme

for electronic payment [9]. S. Panda et al. proposed

stamped proxy blind signature scheme [10] and J.

shi et al. proposed proxy signature and two-paricle

entangled system [11]. As an instance of the

proposed proxy blind signature agent scheme an

electronic election system is described. In an

electronic election system, a vote managing center

delegates the right of vote managing to the vote

branches(proxy blind agent). A voter can log a vote

branch and vote. In this process, a voter's voting

information cannot be revealed. In other words, a

vote branch cannot know for whom a voter voted.

The proposed proxy blind signature scheme can be

used in a secure electronic election system. The

original signer Alice as a vote managing center

delegates signing right to the proxy signer Bob -

proxy blind agent - as a vote branch. The proxy

signer is proxy blind agent system. A user(the

verifier), as a voter, can vote and the voting

message is not known to the vote branch. In

addition, a vote branch cannot trace the message

and the signature. Our proxy blind signature scheme

can be used in a secure electronic election system

and can protect the voter.

VII. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new secure proxy

blind signature scheme. Our new proxy blind

signature scheme is secure because of the removal of

some of the previous scheme's shortcomings. To

remove the weaknesses, we have proposed a proxy

blind signature scheme with warrant and used the

two-party Schnorr signature scheme and the Schnorr

blind signature scheme. We have shown that our

scheme satisfies all security properties of the proxy

blind signature scheme: Distinguishability,

Non-repudiation, Verifiability, Unforgeability, and

Unlinkability. Our scheme is more secure than the

existing proxy blind signature schemes. And, we

propose the proxy agent system for the electronic

voting. We show the proposed scheme is efficient

and optimal proxy blind signature scheme.
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